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1.1 Introduction

transformation from a minority in 1945 to, by the early 2000s – less Germany –
the description of Europe as a

(Doling and Ford 2007). This

Asia (Doling and Ronald 2010; Ronald 2008).

precise timing and conditions (Kurz and Blossfeld 2004; Forrest and Hirayama

2014). Taken together, such favourable labour market and policy contexts did,

polarisation gradually undermine the broad middle class (see Beck 1992; Giddens

to household economic security.
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The ideology of mass homeownership

stability (Ronald 2008; Forrest and Hirayama 2009), the increasing transformation

Kadi 2015). Despite the progressive transformation of housing into an increasingly

democratic distribution.

endorsed its equalising capacity as a mechanism for the democratisation of
landscape subsequently remaining one of essential consensus in the commitment

resulted in optimistic outlooks of diminishing housing inequality and the potential
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The end of mass homeownership?

contemporary housing dynamics point to a sharply different housing context: one

ladder. While these housing career transformations are recognised, there has been
a failure to understand the full salience of their societal implications and the key
underlying causes of such change.
The studies presented herein directly challenge ideologies of mass

that underlying these changes have been important structural transformations
across labour markets, housing markets, state contexts and demographic trends –

This chapter begins by uncovering essential structural and contemporary
drivers transforming housing careers. The research approach attempts to balance
an investigation of these common trajectories affecting housing dynamics
shape realignments in housing careers (section 1.3). The subsequent section
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implications in structuring individuals, families and society. The research agenda
and methodological approach are then set out (section 1.5) and, lastly, a reading
guide provides an outline of the content and structure of chapters (section 1.6).

1.2 Structural and contemporary drivers

have played out across labour, housing, state and demographic contexts.

Labour market transformations
labour market position has a strong impact on housing career opportunities.
Underlying dynamics of diverging housing outcomes have been structural and
recent labour market transformations that have undermined the economic capacity
opportunities.

that existed under previous Fordist conditions (see Beck 1992; Giddens 1999).
employment insecurity – including higher unemployment, underemployment,
contract precarity and income disparities (Arundel and Doling 2016; Buchman and

entailing substantial debts upon graduation (Buchmann and Kriesi 2011; Hills et al.

young adults at the beginning of their housing careers – often also representing
those that have been disproportionately affected by labour market deterioration.
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impacts of the crisis especially affected more economically vulnerable populations

Housing market transformations
While labour markets have transformed, interconnected changes in housing

differentiated across regions, housing markets have faced progressive forces of

Furthermore, credit expansion and increased property investment have promoted,
advanced economies (Aalbers 2008; Whitehead and Williams 2011). These rising
house prices present a crucial driver of diverging housing opportunities as they

economic capacity (Allegré and Timbeau 2015). In many contexts, rising house
purchase moving beyond the capacity of many – particularly younger – households
(Resolution Foundation 2013; Doling and Ronald 2010). Added to this, a more

czak
et al. 2016; Kemp 2015). This volatility and heterogeneity contributes further to
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by timing, market sector, or ability to leverage capital (Doling and Ronald 2010;
Forrest and Hirayama 2009).

more precarious employment (Arundel and Doling 2016; Lennartz, Arundel, and

landlord class investing in secondary properties for rental (Ronald, Kadi and

primes rather than the subprimes.

Accompanied by reductions in housing starts (Kemp 2015), these forces limited

incomes (Whitehead and Williams 2011; Williams 2011).

Shifting state context

considerable diversity across jurisdictions, state policy approaches have in many

(Forrest and Hirayama 2009). While involving a varied collection of policy and
legislative approaches, broadly speaking, state institutional contexts have tended
to favour labour and housing market insiders, often upholding or amplifying other

dominated across many European countries. Welfare residualisation measures
households (Kemp 2015; Hills et al. 2013; Buchmann and Kriesi 2011) – hindering
(Arundel and Ronald 2015).
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Demographic transformations
Lastly, demographic trends represent an added dimension of housing career

pushed up housing prices. At the same time, increasing diversity in household

Mulder 2013).

1.3 Welfare regime and housing system contexts
While the previous section reveals underlying common trends in labour, housing,
state and demographic contexts that are transforming housing careers, it is

the housing system (see Arundel and Ronald, 2016).
been central to research on societal differences and – albeit facing some criticism
transitions across societies, integrating various social dimensions including the
intersection – or mix – of family, state and market (see Arundel and Ronald, 2016).
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valuable lens in capturing essential variations that impact housing career dynamics.
Albertini and Kohli (2012:2) argue compellingly that “structural, institutional, and

lack thereof – of state support that can enable the economic stability for accessing

play out across different country contexts.

system – i.e. the organisation of housing provision and consumption mechanisms

this, housing systems describe essential mechanisms of market supply, demand,

contexts clearly shape residential careers, essentially structuring, for example, the
availability, affordability, and access to various housing options.
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1.4 The centrality of housing
Despite the clear impact of changing labour, housing market and state contexts
on conventional housing careers, much research has neglected to recognise
the importance of housing. Existing literatures have attempted to examine
lenses of shifting preferences and lifestyle choices (Arnett 1997 2006) alongside

individuals, families and society.
Housing careers are often primary in the attainment of independence,

decisions such as fertility and family formation (Mulder and Billari 2010; Vignoli,
Rinesi and Mussino 2013). Above and beyond this, the essential asset nature

matters
course and especially in times of higher need such as older age.
At the societal level, such housing career dynamics have compounded

bequests (Helderman and Mulder 2007; Mulder 2007; Kurz and Blossfeld 2004) –

central to economic inequality. Moreover, the aggregated impacts of labour market
family formation and fertility imply further crucial societal questions. Dynamics
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a clear necessity in recognising the centrality of housing and developing a better
understanding of contemporary housing career transformations.

1.5 Research agenda

a series of interrelated chapters,1
polarisation in housing transitions and outcomes. While each chapter addresses a
separate theme, the guiding question of the research addresses:

consists of three chapters and tackles directly the
changing nature of housing careers through an investigation of contemporary

are reshaping conventional housing careers in terms of coping mechanisms in the

aim at the differences that arise across diverse contexts. Of central importance are
housing careers and moderating impacts of changing labour, housing and state

1

Each chapter represents an academic article either published in or, at the time of this

beginning of each chapter.
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Exacerbated polarisation &
insecurity

Mortgage regulation & reorientation
(Limited) house price decline
Reduced housing supply

Further welfare residualisation
/ austerity policies

Labour market
Increasing polarisation
Employment insecurity
Expanded education demands

Housing market
Rising house prices
Financialisation/commodification
Volatily & heterogeneity
Growth of mortgage credit

State context
Welfare residualisation
Policies favouring housing & labour
market insiders
Shift towards asset-based welfare

6) the end of mass homeownership?

5) equity inequity

4) boomerang moves

3) parental co-residence, shared living and emerging adulthood

2) younger adults and homeownership through the crisis

Chapter focus:

Demographic
Ageing population, dual income households,
Changing family formation & dissolution patterns

GFC impacts

Structural drivers

Housing systems

Welfare regimes

Mediating contexts

Declining homeownership access
Increased rental / co-residence / shared
Housing position insecurity
Rising house values for market insiders
Concentration of stock & landlordism

Housing outcomes

outsiders
insiders

GROWING INEQUALITY IN
HOUSING OUTCOMES

HOUSING CAREER
DIVERSIFICATION

the potential consequences of such housing career trends. The chapters uncover

and housing systems, the aim of these chapters is to provide an assessment of
common trajectories in major outcomes of housing career realignments.

undertakings, it is recognised that not every conceptual element is necessarily
structure of the chapter content is subsequently provided in the reading guide

Methodological approach

resource for analyses on tenure and living arrangements of young adults across
EU15 countries and makes use of hierarchical agglomerative clustering to reveal

of returns to the parental home through logistic regression models of young adults’
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1.6 Reading guide

through an investigation of contemporary housing dynamics of young adults

varied country contexts.

In this context of increasing divergence from conceptions of standard linear

constraints in housing careers.
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and economic hardship.

complexity. While common forces of shifting labour, housing and state conditions

homeownership
The second part of the thesis shifts its focus to a broader perspective on trends of

the last chapters reveal common trends in the face of structural and contemporary
transformations.

representing the most advanced case among the EU countries in terms of

and equalising mechanism of asset accumulation. Through the British case, the

rising private landlordism. The chapter uncovers the starkly concentrated nature of
disadvantaged prospects among younger cohorts. The British case provides a
trends similarly impacting other country and regime contexts.
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perspective on housing career transformations. Looking beyond contemporary

regulations. Taken together, these structural and contemporary dynamics starkly
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